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Current Developments in European 

Foreign Policy  

REPORT 

1. The Committee asked the Minister for Europe, Dr Denis MacShane MP, to 
give evidence on the most recent developments in European Foreign Policy. 

2. In this Report we make available, for the information of the House, the oral 
evidence given to Sub-Committee C (Foreign Affairs, Defence and 
Development Policy) by the Minister for Europe, accompanied by 
Mr Tim Barrow and Mr Julian Reilly, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 
on 11 November 2004, and accompanying written evidence from the 
Minister for Europe. We also take this opportunity to publish the General 
Affairs and External Relations Committee Briefing Reports from July to 
October 2004 (see Appendix 2). 

3. Key topics in the evidence are: 

 The proposed lifting of the EU arms embargo on China QQ2–13. 

 The EU’s developing relationship with Libya QQ14–18. 

 The Middle East peace process QQ18–22. 

 The upcoming elections in Iraq QQ23–29. 

 The African Union’s mission in Darfur, Sudan QQ30–34. 

 The EU’s relationship with the Ukraine and Belarus.1 

 Membership negotiations with Turkey.2 

 

                                                                                                                                     
1 Minister for Europe written evidence p10. 

2 Minister for Europe written evidence p10–11. 
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APPENDIX 1: SUB-COMMITTEE C (FOREIGN AFFAIRS, DEFENCE AND 

DEVELOPMENT POLICY) 

Sub-Committee C 

The members of the Sub-Committee which conducted this inquiry were: 

Lord Bowness (Chairman) 
Lord Inge 
Lord Lea of Crondall 
Lord King of Bridgwater 
Lord Maclennan of Rogart 
Lord Morris of Aberavon 
Baroness Northover 
Baroness Park of Monmouth 
Lord Powell of Bayswater 
Lord Tomlinson 
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APPENDIX 2: GENERAL AFFAIRS AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

COMMITTEE BRIEFING REPORTS JULY–OCTOBER 2004 

Outcome of the 12 July 2004 General Affairs and External Relations Council 

My Right Hon Friend the Foreign Secretary and I represented the United 
Kingdom at the General Affairs and External Relations Council (GAERC) in 
Brussels on 12 July. 

Conclusions were agreed on Afghanistan, Western Balkans, Sudan, Iraq and Asia-
Europe. 

General Affairs Session 

Presidency Work Programme 

The Presidency presented its work programme for the second half of 2004. Five 
priorities are identified in the work programme: 

 Making a success of enlargement; 

 Strengthening the European economy and reducing the administrative 
burden; 

 The area of freedom, security and justice; 

 The Union’s future financial and budgetary structure: Agenda 2007; 

 The EU’s role in the world: an effective, coherent and committed 
external policy. 

Constitutional Treaty 

The Council decided that signature of the EU’s Constitutional Treaty will take 
place in Rome on 29 October. 

Progress of Work in Other Council Configurations 

The Council took note of a progress report from the Presidency on work under 
way in the Council’s other configurations (the Justice and Home Affairs Council, 
the Trade Council, Economic and Financial Affairs Council, the Transport and 
Communications Council and the Agriculture and Fisheries Council). 

Relations with Ukraine 

The Council took note of the Presidency’s work plan regarding implementation of 
the EU’s Common Strategy on Ukraine. 

The Commission is expected to submit a formal proposal for an action plan to the 
Council in September 2004. This should lead to a comprehensive plan, which at 
the same time identifies clearly a limited number of key priorities and offers real 
incentives for further reform. 

The current Common Strategy on Ukraine expires in December 2004. 
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Visas—Russia 

The Council decided to authorise the Commission to begin negotiations with the 
Russian Federation on facilitation of the issuance of short-stay visas to EU and 
Russian citizens. 

United Nations 

The Council approved a paper on the European Union’s priorities for the 59th 
session of the United Nations General Assembly. The emphasis of these priorities 
is to uphold and develop international law, and to effective multilateralism. 

External Relations Session 

WTO/DOHA Development Agenda 

The Council took note of the presentation made by Commissioner Lamy on the 
current state of the negotiations. The Council underlined the importance of 
reaching a satisfactory agreement at the WTO General Council at the end of July 
on the negotiating frameworks for agriculture, non-agricultural market access, the 
Singapore Issues, and development. The Council agreed to hold a special session 
of the Council in Brussels, which is foreseen for the 26th July 2004, with a view to 
establishing an EU position. 

Iraq 

The Council met the Iraqi Foreign Minister, Mr Zebari, who indicated the areas 
in which he hoped the EU would be able to make a visible contribution to the 
political, economic and social reconstruction of his country. The Council 
welcomed this opportunity to discuss the future of Iraq with Mr Zebari, and 
looked forward to deepening political engagement with Iraq. The Council warmly 
welcomed the restoration of sovereignty to the Iraqi Interim Government that took 
place on June 28th. It reaffirmed its support for the people of Iraq and the fully 
sovereign Iraqi Interim Government. Conclusions were agreed. 

Middle East Peace Process 

The Council examined the situation in relation with the Middle East Peace 
Process following in particular the Advisory Opinion rendered by the International 
Court of Justice on 9 July concerning “Legal consequences of the construction of a 
wall in the occupied Palestinian Territory”. 

Asia—Europe 

The Council discussed the way ahead on preparations for the ASEM Summit and 
adopted conclusions. 

Sudan 

The Council expressed grave concern at the situation in Darfur and continued to 
emphasise the importance of humanitarian access, human rights and security. The 
Council called upon Member States and other actors of the international 
community to substantially increase their support to the humanitarian relief effort 
underway. The Council welcomed the active involvement of the international 
community. The Council welcomed the efforts to address this issue at the UN 
Security Council. Conclusions were agreed. 
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Western Balkans 

Serbia and Montenegro 

The Council welcomed the outcome of the recent presidential elections in Serbia. 
It encouraged all democratic forces to work together in order to accelerate political 
and economic reforms, to fulfil all international obligations, including full co-
operation with ICTY. 

Serbia and Montenegro/Kosovo 

The Council confirmed that the new Special Representative of the UN Secretary 
General in Kosovo, Mr Soren Jessen-Petersen, will have the full support of the 
European Union. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina/ICTY 

The Council strongly supported the measures announced on 30 June by EUSR 
and High Representative Paddy Ashdown to help ensure that Bosnia and 
Herzegovina co-operates fully with the International Criminal Tribunal for the 
former Yugoslavia (ICTY). 

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 

The Council expressed its gratitude to the outgoing EU Special Representative, 
Mr Soren Jessen-Petersen, for his vital contribution to the consolidation of peace 
and stability in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. It appointed 
Ambassador Michael Sahlin as his successor, who will take up the position of 
EUSR on 1 August 2004. 

Conclusions were agreed. 

Afghanistan 

The Council welcomed the decision announced by the Joint Electoral Monitoring 
Body (JEMB) to hold presidential elections in Afghanistan on 9 October 2004. 
These elections are a key requirement under the Bonn Agreement of December 
2001 and represent a new milestone in the process of constructing a democratic, 
stable and prosperous Afghanistan. Conclusions were agreed. 

European Security and Defence Policy 

EU military operation in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

The Council adopted a Joint Action on the European Union Military Operation in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. This follows the decision by NATO to conclude its 
successful SFOR-operation and the adoption by the United Nations Security 
Council of Resolution 1551. Major General A. David Leakey (United Kingdom) 
was appointed EU Force Commander. 

European Union Special Representative in BiH 

The Council adopted a Joint Action revising the mandate of the European Union 
Special Representative (EUSR) in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Paddy Ashdown. 
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European Defence Agency 

The Council formally adopted a Joint Action establishing an Agency in the field of 
defence capabilities development, research, acquisition and armaments—to be 
known as the European Defence Agency. 

Outcome of the 13 September 2004 General Affairs and External Relations Council 

My Right Honourable Friend the Foreign Secretary, John Grant (United 
Kingdom’s Permanent Representative to the EU) and I represented the United 
Kingdom at the General Affairs and External Relations Council (GAERC) in 
Brussels on 13 September. 

Conclusions were agreed on Sudan/Darfur, Great Lakes Region, ASEM, Iraq and 
Belarus. 

General Affairs Session 

EU Financial Framework for 2007–2013 

The Council held a policy debate on the proposed EU financial framework for the 
2007–13 period, endorsing the methodology proposed by the Presidency for work 
on the dossier until the end of the year with the aim of enabling agreement to be 
reached during 2005. 

The Council also took a number of decisions without debate, such as the 
conclusions on progress in planning operation ALTHEA in Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
and a list of the 24 persons it intends to appoint as Members of the Commission 
for the 2009 period. 

External Relations Session 

Sudan/Darfur 

The Council remained concerned about the situation in Darfur. It expressed 
readiness to support the African Union (AU) mission in the region and to 
contribute to an expanded mission. It also agreed that the EU will take appropriate 
measures, including sanctions, against the Government of Sudan and all other 
parties if no tangible progress is achieved in meeting the Council’s and the UN 
Security Council’s demands. Conclusions were agreed. 

Great Lakes Region 

The Council expressed concern over the recent increase in tension in the region 
and urged the leaders of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Burundi 
as well as neighbouring countries, in particular Rwanda and Uganda, to continue 
implementation of their respective peace accords. The Council reaffirmed its 
conviction that the resolution of conflicts in the Great Lakes Region requires a 
regional approach. The Council also supported a more focused and robust 
mandate of MONUC (United Nations Mission in the DRC). Conclusions were 
agreed. 

ASEM 

The Council reviewed the issue of ASEM (Asia-Europe meeting) enlargement 
from the perspective of the upcoming ASEM Summit in Hanoi (8 October) and 
underlined the importance it attached to EU-Asia relations. It decided that, in the 
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absence of progress in Burma by the time of the Summit, it would tighten 
restrictive measures against the regime and increase support to the Burmese 
people. Conclusions were agreed. 

Iran 

Ministers discussed the Iranian nuclear issue over lunch. They confirmed their full 
support for the efforts undertaken by France, Germany and the United Kingdom 
and reiterated their request to Iran to comply with suspension commitments. 
Ministers also discussed human rights in Iran. 

Iraq 

The Council expressed its strong condemnation of the continued kidnappings and 
acts of terrorism in Iraq and called for all hostages to be immediately released 
unharmed. Endorsing the preliminary findings of an EU exploratory mission in 
Iraq concerning possible EU activities in the field of civilian crisis management, it 
asked for these findings to be further examined and elaborated with a view to 
assistance proposals being prepared in good time for the 5 November European 
Council. Conclusions were agreed. 

Belarus 

The Council discussed its concerns over the proposed presidential referendum, 
which is to be held in parallel with the Parliamentary elections on 17 October 
2004. This change to the constitution will allow the president to run without 
limitation in future presidential elections. The Council stressed the need to hold 
such a referendum in accordance with OSCE and Council of Europe standards 
and norms. It underlined the need for a fair and constructive dialogue with the 
opposition before any referendum on changing the constitution could be 
conducted. Furthermore, there should be an improvement in the freedom of 
access to the media for all political groupings. 

The Council once again reiterated its hope that Belarus will take its rightful place 
among European democratic countries. Conclusions were agreed. 

AOB—Western Balkans 

The Hungarian delegation raised the question of violent incidents in Vojvodina 
(Serbia). The Presidency asked EU Heads of Mission and the EU Monitoring 
Mission to report on these developments. 

AOB—Libya 

The Italian delegation asked for a possible derogation to the arms embargo against 
Libya to allow for co-operation in the field of illegal immigration to be taken up in 
the Council bodies. 

Outcome of the 11 October 2004 General Affairs and External Relations Council 

My Right Honourable Friend the Foreign Secretary, John Grant (United 
Kingdom’s Permanent Representative to the EU) and I represented the United 
Kingdom at the General Affairs and External Relations Council (GAERC) in 
Luxembourg on 11 October. 

Conclusions were agreed on terrorism, Libya, Western Balkans (ICTY, Serbia and 
Montenegro, and Kosovo elections), Sudan/Darfur, Indonesia, Great Lakes 
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(Burundi and MONUC), Middle East Peace Process, Ukraine, Human Rights 
Dialogues (EU-China and EU-Iran), EU-India Strategic Partnership, WTO/DDA, 
Bosnia/EUFOR (Draft OPLAN—ALTHEA), and EUPOL Proxima. 

GENERAL AFFAIRS SESSION 

Preparations for the European Council (5 November 2004) 

The Council examined a draft agenda prepared by the Presidency. The main items 
are: 

Economic issues—The European Council will hear a presentation by Mr Wim 
Kok, chairman of a high-level group advising the Commission on the preparation 
of the mid-term review of the economic reform strategy laid down at Lisbon in 
March 2000. It will also take note of work on a methodology for assessing the 
burden on businesses of legislation and regulation. 

Justice and home affairs—The European Council is expected to adopt a new 
multi-annual agenda for the EU’s Area of freedom, security and justice. 

EU communication strategy—The European Council will examine how to better 
communicate to the public on the EU’s work and its relevance to people’s daily 
lives. 

EU enlargement—The President of the Commission will present a number of 
policy documents regarding Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia and Turkey’s applications 
to join the EU. 

Terrorism 

The Council welcomed progress made in several areas in the implementation of 
the EU Action Plan for combating terrorism, while noting that significant steps 
still needed to be taken by the EU and its Member States to adhere to the 
commitments made under the plan. Conclusions were agreed. 

Enlargement 

The Council took note of a presentation by Commissioner Verheugen on the 
Commission’s Recommendation on the start of accession negotiations with 
Turkey, the 2004 Regular Report and Issues Paper on Turkey, the Strategy Paper 
on progress in the enlargement process, including Croatia, as well as the 2004 
Regular Reports on Bulgaria and Romania. 

EU Financial Framework for 2007–2013 

The Presidency presented its progress report on the negotiations so far. The report 
gave a broad summary of the views raised by Member States on competitiveness, 
cohesion, agriculture, rural development and fisheries. The Council also heard a 
presentation by the Commission on its proposals for financing in the field of 
external action. The Presidency is aiming to secure Council agreement to 
principles and guidelines for the 2007–2013 financial perspective at the European 
Council in December as a step on the way to reaching political agreement on 
future financing next year. 
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External Relations Session 

Libya 

As part of a policy of engagement with Libya, the Council decided to lift the arms 
embargo and repealed a set of economic sanctions adopted by the EU in 
application of UNSC resolutions. The Council invited Libya to respond positively 
to this policy, notably with a view to the resolution of the remaining EU concerns, 
such as the case of the Bulgarian and Palestinian medical workers and other 
outstanding issues. Conclusions were agreed, which reflected these concerns. 

Ukraine 

The Council remained supportive of Ukraine’s pursuit of democratisation and 
economic reform. The EU has called upon the Ukrainian authorities on several 
occasions to safeguard all necessary conditions for holding free, fair and 
transparent presidential elections this autumn. The Council reiterated this appeal 
and reminded the Ukrainian leadership that the conduct of these elections will be 
proof of Ukraine’s commitment to the democratic values of the Council of Europe 
and the OSCE and bears great significance for EU-Ukraine relations. Conclusions 
were agreed. 

Iran 

Ministers discussed Iran over lunch with a particular focus on the nuclear issue. 
Views were exchanged on the approach for the weeks ahead, leading up to the 
IAEA Board of Governors meeting of 25 November. Conclusions were agreed on 
the EU-Iran Human Rights Dialogue. 

China 

Ministers took stock of the state of discussions on the embargo on the sale of arms 
to China over lunch, following the mandate given to the Council by the European 
Council in December 2003. Conclusions were agreed on the EU-China Human 
Rights Dialogue. 

Sudan/Darfur 

The Council urged the Government of Sudan to provide information on actions 
taken to neutralise and disarm the Janjaweed militias and to bring to justice 
perpetrators of human rights violations and crimes against civilians. It called upon 
all parties to strictly abide by the ceasefire agreement signed on 8 April 2004. The 
Council will take appropriate measures, including sanctions, against the 
Government of Sudan and all other parties, in accordance with the United 
Nations Security Council Resolution 1556 and 1564, if no tangible progress is 
achieved in this respect. The Council reiterated its readiness to support the 
African Union in its efforts to stabilise the security situation in Darfur. It noted 
with urgency the need for additional humanitarian assistance and coordination. 
Conclusions were agreed. 

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) 

The Council noted with deep concern the presentation by ICTY Chief Prosecutor, 
Mrs Carla del Ponte, who emphasised the need for improvement in the level of co-
operation with the Tribunal. The Council reiterated its call on all States, in 
particular Serbia and Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and also Croatia to 
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render all necessary assistance to the ICTY. Continued failure to co-operate fully 
and in a timely manner with the ICTY would seriously jeopardise further 
movement towards the EU. Conclusions were agreed. 

Western Balkans 

Serbia and Montenegro 

High Representative Solana and Commissioner Patten reported on their visit to 
Belgrade. The Council expressed its support for the twin-track approach, which 
would imply a single Stabilisation and Association Agreement with distinct 
negotiations with the Republics on trade, economic and possibly on other relevant 
sectoral policies. It urged the country’s political leaders to take advantage of this 
approach with the aim of contributing to a positive outcome of the feasibility 
report early next year. It recalled that respect for international obligations, 
including full co-operation with the ICTY, remained crucial for further progress in 
the process towards EU integration. Conclusions were agreed. 

Kosovo 

The Council discussed the forthcoming Kosovo Assembly elections on 23 October 
and looks forward to the elections being conducted in a peaceful and democratic 
environment and in a free and fair manner, with the widest participation of all 
communities. The Council welcomed the call by President Tadic encouraging 
Kosovo Serbs to participate in the forthcoming elections. Conclusions were 
agreed. 

European Neighbourhood Policy 

The Council took note of a progress report by the Commission on the state of play 
of the European Neighbourhood Policy Action Plans with the seven countries 
concerned (Jordan, Palestinian Authority of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, 
Ukraine, Moldova, Israel, Morocco and Tunisia). 

Middle East Peace Process 

The Council condemned the terrorist attacks in Taba and Ras Satan against 
innocent Egyptian and Israeli citizens and praised the two Governments for their 
close co-operation in the rescue and investigation activities. 

The Council expressed its grave concern at the unprecedented cycle of retaliatory 
violence in Israel and the Occupied Territories and reiterated its full and 
unconditional condemnation of all forms of terrorism. It called upon the 
Palestinian Authority to take firm action against the planners and perpetrators of 
such terrorist acts (rocket attacks into Israel). The Council recognised that Israel 
has the right to protect its citizens from terrorist attacks, it stressed that the 
exercise of this right should take place within the boundaries of international law. 
The Council called on Israel to put an immediate end to its operation in Gaza and 
to fully respect the Fourth Geneva Convention. The Council reminded Israel and 
the Palestinians to consider the longer-term consequences of their actions. It 
emphasised that the only way to achieve lasting peace in the Middle East is 
through the resumption of security co-operation and direct negotiations between 
the parties, as called for in the Roadmap. Conclusions were agreed. 
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Great Lakes 

The Council remained concerned about the overall situation in the region and 
welcomed the adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 1565, which further 
strengthens the mandate of MONUC (UN Mission to the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo) and calls for a significant increase and improvement of MONUC’s 
capabilities. The Council stressed that the European Union and its Member States 
are currently investigating possible contributions to MONUC. Conclusions were 
agreed. 

Kenneth Bigley 

The EU expressed its profound shock and total condemnation of the barbaric 
murder of Kenneth Bigley in Iraq. The EU condemned all kidnappings and acts of 
terrorism in Iraq and demanded the immediate release of all hostages there. 

The Presidency requested that the condolences of all Council members be passed 
to Mr Bigley’s family. 
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APPENDIX 3: REPORTS 

Recent Reports from the Select Committee 

Review of Scrutiny of European Legislation (1st Report session 2002-03, HL 
Paper 15) 

Annual Report 2003 (44th Report session 2002-03, HL Paper 19) 

The Draft Constitutional Treaty (41st Report session 2002-03, HL Paper 169) 

Session 2003–2004 Reports prepared by Sub-Committee C 

Current Developments in European Foreign Policy (4th Report session 2003-04, 
HL Paper 28) 

EU Development Aid in Transition (12th Report session 2003-04, HL Paper 75) 

Current Developments in European Foreign Policy (19th Report session 2003-04, 
HL Paper 118) 

EU Security Strategy (31st Report session 2003-04; HL Paper180) 

Session 2002–2003 Reports prepared by Sub-Committee C 

EU Russia Relations (3rd Report session 2002-03, HL Paper 29) 

EU—Effective in a Crisis? (7th Report session 2002-03, HL Paper 53) 

The Future of Europe: Convention Working Group—Reports on Defence and 
External Action (15th Report session 2002-03, HL Paper 80) 

Evidence by the Minister for Europe, Foreign and Commonwealth Office on 
European Security and Defence Policy Scrutiny, the General Affairs and External 
Relations Council of 18–19 March 2003 and the Current State of Common 
Foreign and Security Policy (19th Report session 2002-03, HL Paper 94) 

The Future of Europe: Constitutional Treaty—Draft Articles on External Action 
(23rd Report session 2002-03, HL Paper 107) 

A Fractured Partnership? Relations Between the European Union and the United 
States of America (30th Report session 2002-03, HL Paper 134) 

Current Developments in European Foreign Policy (37th Report session 2002-03, 
HL Paper 152) 

 



Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE EUROPEAN UNION

(SUB-COMMITTEE C)

THURSDAY 11 NOVEMBER 2004

Present Bowness, L (Chairman) Northover, B
Inge, L Park of Monmouth, B
Lea of Crondall, L Powell of Bayswater, L
MacLennan of Rogart, L Tomlinson, L
Morris of Aberavon, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Dr Denis MacShane, a Member of the House of Commons, Minister for Europe, Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, Mr Tim Barrow and Mr Julian Reilly, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Dr MacShane, can I welcome you those on which the embargo had been placed.
Finding the code of conduct requirements is also anand your colleagues to the meeting of the sub-

committee? Thank you as always for coming.Wewill important part of this process. Bilaterally, we have a
very good relationships with China, as I think you,observe the two minute silence at 11 o’clock. I do not

know whether you want to make any opening my Lord, both know and enormously contribute to.
We want to find a way forward in both respects: thestatement or whether you would wish to go straight

into questions? code of conduct, the EU’s general demand on various
conditions relating to China, that in no way increasesDr MacShane: I think straight into questions.
any tension in the region, notably across the Straits
of Taiwan.

Q2 Lord Powell of Bayswater: We were thinking of
starting with China and wondering whether the

Q3 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I wonder whether theMinister could tell us a bit more about what the
Minister believes that a code of conduct can begovernment’s position is on the EU arms embargo on
agreed within the EU which would suYcientlyChina and the very strong, co-ordinated pressure
safeguard the government’s view on selling lethalcoming from the Chinese to get that lifted.
equipment to China. Secondly, given that this it notDrMacShane: The arms embargo was imposed after
just an EU issue and the United States obviously hasTiananmen Square, as you know. It does notmean to
strong views, does he think that a code of conductsay that no military equipment is sold to China. Our
could be constructed which would also reassure ourinterpretation of this ban is that it includes lethal
American allies?weapons like machine guns, large calibre weapons,

bombs, torpedoes, rockets missiles, ammunition, Dr MacShane:We believe that the answer is yes. We
do not think you can maintain ad infinitum the armsmilitary aircraft, helicopters, vessels of war,

armoured fighting vehicles and other such weapons embargo which is imposed in very specific
circumstances, namely the Tiananmen Squareplatforms and any equipment which could be used

for internal repression. Each case for export is repression of 15 years ago. It is wholly appropriate
after 15 years, two decades later in a new century, toconsidered on a case by case basis in the light of these

criteria. On 12 December 2003 a review of the review this. We have very strong trade relationships
with China, as does the United States. We are notembargowas announced by the EuropeanCouncil. It

is continuing. We are not expecting the conclusion of in principle saying that the embargo must be
maintained. We are stressing three criteria: any lift ofthis review immediately. We certainly would not

want to pre-empt it. Nothing is excluded under the the embargo should not contribute to a significant
enhancement in the eVectiveness of Chinese militaryreview. Some European countries are pressing for an

immediate, total lift. The new factor that is important capabilities. It would not lead to a rise in the level of
tension in the Taiwan Strait and we do attach veryto bear in mind is that, very much under this

government’s lead, the EU has agreed a code of high importance in the United Kingdom to seeing an
improving human rights situation in China. Theconduct on the export of defence equipment to any

country outside the EU, including of course China. review is undertaking the process of trying to answer
questions on how transparent past exports haveWe are reviewing this code of conduct to deal with

arms sales to countries that are taken out of the list of been, whether previous denials to China would still
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11 November 2004 Dr Denis MacShane MP, Mr Tim Barrow and Mr Julian Reilly

Q7 Lord Morris of Aberavon: Have we beenbe valid without the embargo in place. I stress every
influenced by the opposition of the United States?case of arms exports now is considered at ministerial
Dr MacShane:We listen to all of our partners on alllevel in the light of the EU code of conduct. There is
of these issues. We steer the course that we thinka need also for regular consultation betweenMember
reflects British interests. Our principal interest is toStates and their export policies with respect to China.
deepen and widen the bilateral relationship withThe United States has lobbied in the opposite
China for all the reasons that everybody here knows.direction but we will take this decision collectively as
Britain is very strongly represented there. We have athe European Union having regard to the conditions
great deal of investment. We think that building aand criteria I have stipulated.
normal commercial and political relationship with
China is in all of our 21st century interests. If China

Q4 Baroness Park of Monmouth: The EU Russia can demonstrate that it is prepared to meet the
Summit was cancelled but have you any reason conditions we think are important we do not see that
to think that the Russians may be making we should bracket it, in terms of an arms embargo,
representations to the EU about this because they in the same list as North Korea or other countries
obviously are still pretty concerned about China’s which simply are not remotely where China is.
power and China as a threat. Chinese foreign policy now and Chinese bilateral
Dr MacShane: I certainly have seen no submissions relationships between their foreign minister and the
and, to my knowledge, no reference to a telegram on Foreign Secretary are good across a range of issues.
Russia taking any position on the lift of the arms We want to develop and strengthen this.
embargo by the EU.

Q8 Lord Inge: You have said that you want to
improve and deepen the relationship with China butQ5 Lord Tomlinson: Do you think Taiwan has
at the same time you have to balance the relationshipreasonable grounds to be concerned about the
with the United States of America. I am looking atdeployment of Chinese missiles? In those
this, I suppose, through the eyes of a military man.circumstances, where do you feel the balance of
The European military capability is falling furtherresponsibility lies? Towards European allies such as
and further behind the American capability and wePresident Chirac who wants immediately and almost
will depend on American technology if we are goingunconditionally to lift an embargo or to our allies
to improve our military capability. I do not see howacross the Atlantic who have the much greater
you are going to keepAmerica happy and at the samereservations?
time lift some of the bits of the arms embargo toDr MacShane:We will take the decision in terms of
China.how the British government analyses the best way
Dr MacShane: That is a very fair point. That isforward. That may not be fully and automatically
ultimately a decision not just ourselves but the othershared with any other major partner. On Taiwan,
24 partners will have to take. Let us not forget thatyou only have to visit the southern Chinese cities to
one of the biggest exporters to China sincesee how close the Taiwanese problem is. There are far
Tiananmen Square has been the state of Israel overtoo many arms, I would argue, both on the southern
which of course the United States has far moreChinese coast and in Taiwan itself. One of the criteria
influence than ourselves. If it was very profoundly inthat we consider important if there is to be any lift is
American interests to have no arms of any sort go tothat nothing should be increasing that tension.
China, one might legitimately query why Israel has
been allowed to—

Q6 Lord Morris of Aberavon: You used the phrase
“the best way forward” a few minutes ago. What Q9 Lord Inge: It is not the high tech equipment that
really is the bottom line? Are we leaning towards we are talking about, is it?
lifting the embargo or not? Have your views DrMacShane:You have to bear in mind the Foreign
remained constant? How far have we been influenced Secretary’s reservations about not contributing to
by the opposition of the United States? increasing tension or to increasing massively the
DrMacShane: The Foreign Secretary is not opposed eVectiveness of Chinese military capability. An awful
in principle to lifting the embargo. The question is lot of what goes across my desk for approval—I am
rather is any lift going to be set in the context of not talking about China necessarily—is at the level of
conditions that are acceptable to the government. body armour, some electronic equipment, small
That is the bottom line. To some extent, it is up to the arms, kit that British firms produce and legitimately
Chinese also to show that the concerns the European say that they would like to export. All of this is in the
Union has and we have in particular on issues like melting pot. I will not hide from the Committee is
human rights and conditionality can be shown to that the United States has its well known concerns,

just as the Chinese say that they would like to see thetake significant steps forward.
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indeed and I think it is right that the EuropeanUnionembargo lifted without any conditions or reference to
human rights imposed. It will be a collective decision is required so to do.
of the EU.We will take it autonomously as a country
in respect of our analysis on how to take the Q12 Lord Powell of Bayswater: I very strongly agree
relationship with China forward. with that last point. Should the government take a

further, bolder step out of the closet on this and come
out very openly and say that it strongly favours liftingQ10 Lord Inge: What was the reaction to the
the arms embargo? The Chinese want that, notChinese, as I understand, taking a share in Galileo
because they intend to buy weapons from Europe—which is our GPS equivalent to what the Americans
I think it is highly unlikely they will—and at the samehave?
time to ensure and push our partners in Europe toDr MacShane: I have not seen strong positions on
ensure that the code of conduct has suYcient teeth inthat. As with Airbus, you cannot just have Boeing
it to enable the government’s other objectives tocontrolling the aircraft industry of the world. It must
continue to be met so that, as and when Chinesebe helpful to have more than one provision of good
behaviour improves, there is scope for furthersatellite positioning information available to
relaxation. Without a code of conduct which hascommercial and other users.
suYcient teeth in it, I think it may be very hard to
persuade our allies that lifting the embargo is not the

The Committee suspended for two minutes’ silence equivalent to opening the doors to any sort of arms
sale.
DrMacShane:That is roughly where the governmentQ11 Lord Lea of Crondall: I was looking through
is. We are not looking for mammoth arms salesthe excellent booklet produced by the Foreign oYce
increases to China. We would much rather be lessabout the EU advance directive and how it works.
military and more civil in our economic relationsSomebody has made an heroic attempt to say what
with China. Whether we should boldly say we want aan EU foreign policy is etc, and I was wondering if
lift of the embargo and stop at that point now—myyou could apply it to this question of China and
experience of negotiation is that there is a give andmaybe on Taipei, Peking and all the rest of it. Clearly
take. We think there is a perfectly legitimate demandthere is a worry that the temperature could be going
to be placed on a partner that we can talk aboutup and everybody wants to try and keep it down and
human rights. These are not issues to be brushed oVyet we would have an agreed line where we say
the table. They matter greatly to a great deal ofFrance agreed with our line and they would say no
British citizens and to other citizens in Europe. Wedoubt that we agree with their line. Could you say
want to make this a win win, what the French call asomething about how this illustrates the locus of the
donnant donnant, a give give resolution to finding aEU in having agreed lines of policy?
way of moving forward from an embargo imposedDr MacShane: Precisely that. We obviously feel that
for correct reasons 15 years ago which no longerif 11 European Nations in 1989, then 15 and now 24
apply.agree with us and we agree with them we speak in a

much more eVective way. Equally, we have to reflect
Q13 Lord Powell of Bayswater: That surely is whychanges in what is happening in the world. Since 1989
you have to give the code of conduct suYcient teeth.the extent of investment contacts, cultural contacts,
The problem at the moment in Europe is that therewith China has been quite extraordinary. I meet
are countries which do not particularly want to dodistinguished Members of this House who are
that.professors at the LSE as much in Shanghai as I do in
Dr MacShane: You are right. Those are in the handsLondon. I find that excellent. If we can elaborate that
of technical experts. I would rather not get into everypolicy together, there is a dialectic. There is no secret
detail because it is a question of negotiation betweenthat France would be happy to have a swift and
partners in Europe but in broad terms the Foreignunconditional lift. Other countries may be much
Secretary is not opposed to a lift but he wants a liftmore reluctant to even consider a lift. We are in the
plus the conditions and a code of conduct that canmiddle, trying to broker a way forward that
demonstrate to partners elsewhere in the world thatmaintains that European engagement with China
the code of conduct route which Britain has verywhich I stress again is undoubtedly of the highest
much developed since 1997 is a good way forward.geostrategic importance for the whole of this century

and for a lot of questions of progress and peace in the
world. Talks with the Chinese now range over Q14 Lord Inge:How are we going to manage what I

sense are Libya’s expectations, having made this veryeverything from the Middle East to Iran, to issues in
the Balkans because China is a permanent member of dramatic move which they did, which I think was a

tremendous credit to both the Foreign OYce and thethe Security Council and a vital ally. We take the
political policy relationship with China very seriously Secret Intelligence Service? How are we going to
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maintained. I was there 35 years ago selling tanksmanage those expectations and how do you see that
relationship developing? before the revolution but that is another matter.

Dr MacShane: One of the key areas in which LibyaDrMacShane:Above all what Libya wants is to play
can develop its economic potential is tourism. Onea role as a majorMediterranean country. We have to
per cent of the world’s economy now is derived fromengage with them very solidly on that. They
agriculture. 12 per cent is from tourism. That isobviously want the normal trade and investment that
something we Brits are very good at.Why not Easyjetany country wants to develop its material
or Ryanair flights there to develop a beautifulcapabilities. It wants help in handling the enormous
coastline of Libya for mass tourist activities? Thereproblem of being a transit nation for so many
are the huge eco-tourist possibilities of theimmigrants, asylum seekers, refugees, economic
hinterland, plus the extraordinary historic tourismmigrants. All of these now allow the EU and key
that is of great interest to British people withpartner countries, notably Italy, to play a very
battlefield visits now all over the world becomingpositive role with Libya. We have removed so many
very popular. We will now lift the arms embargoof the barriers. Libya has indicated its clear
because that was part of the response to whatcommitment to not developing weapons of mass
happened in the 1980s but I stress our code ofdestruction. It has made the payments to Germany,
conduct remains in place. We are not going to exportFrance and to our country in respect of victims of
anything to Libya that this government judges isprevious Libyan terrorism. It is very welcome to join
likely to contribute to internal repression, defensivethe euro-Med partnership. One of the conditions of
capabilities etc.We do not see Libya as being—unlikethat of course is recognition of the state of Israel
your early ministerial career, my Lord—a bigwhich would be an important step forward. Next
importer of British tanks.year we will see a re-focusing of EU activity on the

Mediterranean in the context of Cyprus, Turkey and
the tenth anniversary of the Barcelona process. Our Q17 Lord Morris of Aberavon: I was thinking of oil
policy goal continues to remain to get Libya a fully in particular regarding investment. I understand they
normalised part of the countries in and around the need investment in that area. I was not thinking of
Mediterranean that we can deal with. going back to sell more tanks.

Dr MacShane: Clearly that is a speciality of British
industry and we have very good oil companies. I doQ15 Lord Inge: Do you sense that we are meeting
not know of any particular plans. BP, Shell ortheir expectations or not?
specialised oil companies could advise but it is there.

DrMacShane: I think so. There are distinct problems In a sense, the government has opened the door.
and I will take the opportunity to refer to the Flights to Tripoli could happen; hotels could be
treatment of Bulgarian doctors and nurses who went booked and let our businessmen go and do their
on an aid programme to help Libyans deal with business.
suVers from AIDS and who have been accused quite
outrageously—I do not mind using that term—of

Q18 Baroness Northover: I would like to move on tobeing responsible for their victims’ illnesses. I hope
theMiddle East peace process. I wonder what furtherwe extend solidarity with the government of Bulgaria
role the United Kingdom intends to play as far asand the people to say that this problem needs to be
urging the EU to take a greater part in the Middleresolved. What we have done, it seems to me, is open
East peace process in the light of Arafat’s death andthe door and found that, although we have put to one
also in the light of the US presidential elections.side WMD and terrorism and past activities by
Could you perhaps comment on the associationLibya, there are still a lot of problems to be put right
agreement with Israel, Palestinian elections and sobut it is excellent that we are through that door. We
on?can sit down, break them down segment by segment
Dr MacShane: It is a huge subject, as you know. Atinto manageable chunks and get on with what, after
the moment, we are still at the stage of expressingall, is a fantastic possibility if we can move with
condolences to his family and the Palestinian peopleMorocco, Tunisia, Algeria, Libya and Egypt and
for the loss of Mr Arafat, but it opens newbring as much stability, growth and normality as
possibilities. For example, the Prime Minister’spossible to that southern Mediterranean coastline.
mission toWashington, speaking I think on behalf of
all of Europe, to urge the president to support a

Q16 Lord Morris of Aberavon: I understand there is return to the roadmap, to explore all possibilities; the
a great need for investment in Libya. What precisely fact that Mr Sharon has shown extraordinary
do we hope to get to encourage British industry over leadership. It is the first time Israel has withdrawn
the next two or three years to invest in Libya? from territories occupied after 1967, other than the
Secondly, I presume we still have an arms embargo peace agreement with Egypt, all of which it seems to

me is opening a lot of possibilities for engagement.so far as export to Libya. I presume that will be
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Q20 Baroness Northover: In terms of the elections,We have the chance now to move forward. The
encouragement at the very least will have to be urgedEuropean Union needs to be present. What I would
upon Israel in order to facilitate free elections inlike to see personally is a long period of truce and
Palestine with the various road blocks, encircling ofpeace so that Israeli boys and girls and grandparents
villages and so on. Also, there has been discussiondo not face being blown up by terrorist activity. If we
over the last few months of course about the releasecan use the moment of Mr Arafat’s death and the
of certain prisoners in Israel. Earlier this year, there-election of President Bush as a very clear
United Kingdom government seemed relativelydetermination for the EU to engage and get
optimistic that something would happen there. ThisPalestinians and Israelis talking to each other, finding
becomes potentially quite critical if elections are toa way forward on the basis of a state of Palestine and
be held.a secure state of Israel, we can begin to make some
Dr MacShane: I agree with you. That is why theprogress. The European Union at its last Council
European Council at its meeting last Friday adoptedmeeting last Friday welcomed the Knesset vote on a
a statement calling upon Israel to facilitate thesewithdrawal from Gaza and parts of the northern
elections. It is very evident what the implications ofWest Bank. The European Council endorses the
that are. The release of people currently in prison inshort term programme of action in fields of security
Israel could facilitate the election process. It is not forand elections and the economy proposed by ourHigh
me to say what the Israelis should do or whichRepresentative. One of the key issues—I do not have
particular gentleman or gentlemen should be releasedanything new to announce thismorning—is what can
but I think we all know what we are talking about. Iwe do to ensure that the elections in the Palestinian
can only oVer the hope to the Committee that overterritories now for a successor to Mr Arafat are
the next 24, 48 or 72 hours a lot of new thinking cancarried out as freely, fairly, openly and without
start, but it should start on the basis of at least a truceintimidation as possible. One’s prayer today, apart
in terms of the killing of civilians in Israel and in thefrom the repose of Mr Arafat’s soul, is that all
other direction as well.Palestinians and all those committed to their cause

can lay down their terrorist weapons and allow
Q21 Lord Tomlinson: You referred in one of thepeaceful talks to begin.
previous answers to the level of financial support
going from the European Union to the Palestinians.
The last time I looked at it, I estimated it to be

Q19 Baroness Northover: What about the something over 50 cents in the dollar of the flanking
association agreement? Do you think that there measures for the peace process. Do you think that we
might be any shift as far as the EU is concerned on are exercising the level of political influence on the
that? situation that is commensurate with our economic
Dr MacShane: At this stage, no. That is not to my contribution?
knowledge something that has come up for DrMacShane:Dowe get enough voice for our bucks?
discussion. That is part of the continuing relationship That is a perfectly fair question. My honest answer
between Israel and the EU. I would want to would be no. We do not influence Palestinian
encourage positive signs of friendship rather than, positions to persuade them to adopt the road for
within 24 hours ofMr Arafat’s death, to revert to the peace. In my lifetime, I have seen diVerent ways to
process of pressure or trying to push people back into solve diYcult political situations: the Mandela way,
their corners. There is a moment now. I do not know the Havel way, the Solidarnosc way or the IRA way,
what the Prime Minister’s discussions with President the Basque way, the Hizbollah and Hamas way. I
Bush will result in. I do not know how the think I know personally and politically which I

prefer. People might want to consider which in thePalestinians as a whole will respond to Arafat’s death
end produces better results. Our influence with Israelor what the thinking is in Israel on the part of the
also cannot bemeasures in terms of themoneywe putgovernment on how to respond to the very new
into the region, as is self-evident. Nonetheless, I thinksituation. The EU has to be there ready to keep
it is right that the European Union does spend thatpushing for talks and oVer its good services. Do not
money because the alternative of even worse poverty,forget that the EU pays about 500 million euros a
depression and despair amongst the Palestinianyear to the Palestinian Authority. There is a little bit
people is never justified but if it does help create partfrom Japan and Saudi Arabia. None of the other very
of the culture from which people respond by usingrich partners of the Palestinian people in the form of
violence.states surrounding Israel and Palestine contribute.

The EUhas a very good record of wanting to support
dialogue and use its money to try and get economic Q22 Lord Powell of Bayswater:Would the Minister
movement and corruption free administration going agree that it is very important that the European

Union does not simply posture and try to score somein the area.
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people. I think Member States last week who metearly, easy political points as some of its Members
might seek to do? Would he agree too that if there is with Mr Allawi realised that continually re-running

the fights of who was right and who was wrong ingoing to be any substantial progress it will only be
because the European Union and the United States 2002–03 is pointless. Mr Barnier, the French Foreign

Minister, in an open letter to the American peoplework very closely together and one must therefore
hope the Prime Minister succeeds in his visit to published in theWall Street Journal yesterday and a

slightly diVerent form in Le Monde talked veryWashington in getting the United States to re-
engage? I hope you would agree that the European positively about what France is willing to do in Iraq,

short of sending troops there of course. One can senseUnion should hold back from trying to make early
political capital out of its own support for the a mood shift in Europe to see that getting to elections

in January, allowing them to be as free and openPalestinians and wait until there can be a coordinated
approach which I think could be achieved, whether it within the limits of the non-stop terrorist attack on

Iraqi forces, Iraqi policemen and Iraqi governmentis in the form of a special representative, a peace
conference or whatever. oYcials has to be the right way forward.
Dr MacShane: I entirely agree with you. For two
years, I have been sitting in on European Council
meetings with foreign ministers. What I would like to Q24 Lord Inge: What I am still not clear on is how
share with the Committee is that the notion that there we are going to provide the security for those
is a single voice out of Europe on this issue is quite elections to take place.
wrong. As long as the German ForeignMinister is in

Dr MacShane: That is obviously the key question.oYce, Israel will not want for a friend at the highest
We have currently the fighting in Fallujah to try andlevel of the Councils of Europe. I refer to the
remove the base that that town is providing forinterview that the Spanish Foreign Minister gave to
terrorist activities. That is an important step forward.El Pais this Sunday in which he said that in terms of
I will not hide from you that clearly the terroristthe Middle East—he was the EU special
outfits, the fundamentalist people who want torepresentative there before he became Spain’s
destabilise Iraq, will use every mechanism to try toForeign Minister—he found it easier to work with a
prevent elections taking place but equallywe have therepublican department of state than under President
same worries about whether it would be possible toClinton’s leadership. You have the Prime Minister
have elections in Afghanistan and the Afghan peoplehimself representing the United Kingdom—and the
turned out in force. I fully accept that and I will notgood wishes of Europe go with him—talking to the
hide from you that there are conditions in EuropePresident today and tomorrow. The last thing one
between those who are simply arguing that Europewants is posturing of any sort. There is a window of
collective as the EU should not be present in Iraq inopportunity, to use that wretched cliché, and I hope
terms of security, in terms of military operations, inpeople are ready to seize it. As of this morning, in a
terms of police operations. There are other countriesweek or a month I will be in a better position to
that do not share that view but that is the price ofreport. It is just one of those moments of fluidity in
being in the European Union. What we want is notforeign relations. I hope we can reshape things before
necessarily what we always get.the old verities and trench like positions come back.

Q23 Baroness Northover: On Iraq, what can the EU Q25 Lord Inge: I agree with what you say about
do to assist the UN in preparing for elections in Iraq Afghanistan but the challenges are that much greater
in January and what is the government’s opinion on in Iraq than they were in Afghanistan in terms of
an EU civilian crisis mission to Iraq? providing the right security.
Dr MacShane: A number of Member States have Dr MacShane: Indeed, much greater.
made contributions to support the elections in Iraq.
The European Commission has contributed 30
million euros to the UN trust fund for elections and

Q26 Lord Inge: The price of failure is greater.will provide three election experts to advise the
Dr MacShane: I do not admit the possibility ofindependent electoral authority of Iraq and provide
failure. I may be over-optimistic but the Iraqi tradetraining for 150 Iraqi domestic observers. We have
unionists and other people I meet who come to visithad the EU fact finding mission in Iraq for a week in
Britain are much more determined. They do not getthe first half of October. It reported that the best
the publicity. They do not get the profile. It is one ofthing would be to see a civilian European security
the tragedies that people in this country still think itand defence policy mission launched in Iraq, but

there are diYculties operating inside Iraq at the is more important for a British politician or ex-civil
servant to go on the radio or television to announcemoment. Every Member State would have to worry

about security and accommodation for all of its their opinions rather than the people of Iraq.
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done in preparing for the elections. How much eVortQ27 Lord Inge:We are probably only talking about
five of the electoral areas out of the 18 or whatever we are we putting into persuading our allies about the

imperative of doing that, particularly those whowereare talking about but those five are the very
important, critical ones. so insistent on second United Nations resolutions?

Now they have the resolution, are we succeeding inDr MacShane: Yes. Do not forget we are operating
under international law now and I wish some of my persuading them to their international obligations?
colleagues in Parliament would understand that Dr MacShane: It is not an automatic green light but
resolution 1546 authorises the use of all necessary we are getting to amber. Some countries have distinct
means to deal with terrorism and facilitate the positions. Some countries have elections in which the
normal political process in Iraq. There will be a question of military participation in Iraq was an
debate until kingdom come about the use of force to election issue and we just have to respect that. Spain,
go into Iraq. British, American, Japanese, Australian for example, is very active in Afghanistan which
and European troops in Iraq are now operating releases other soldiers of countries that have the
under international law just as French troops in the political authority or will to go to be active with
Ivory Coast operate under international law. The security forces in Iraq to deploy there. This is such an
quicker that message is got out and we hear a little extraordinary day on which so much is happening
less of the endless re-run—I understand why people withMr Arafat’s death and the PrimeMinister’s visit
want to attack the Prime Minister. It is the normal to the US President. Generally, the new tone coming
politics and flip-flopping we have from diVerent out of European capitals, wherever people were on
politicians—and a littlemore of a re-run debate at the the question of military force being used in Iraq a
general election but in between times for the British year, is that people want to get to fair elections. The
political establishment to say, “Forward with the terms on which every country participates are a
elections, forwardwith the defeat of the terrorists and matter of intense national debate and public opinion
all of Europe should be present . . .”— debate. I would hope that people will look at the
Lord Inge: Do not misunderstand me. I am merely election results in Australia and in the United States
saying that I agree with you absolutely.We are where and realise that, however divisive this issue was, in
we are but part of where we are is trying to make sure two big elections of two great, stable, liberal
those elections have security. democracies where the position was put very clearly

to the people, the views of governments that want to
maintain the course of Iraq were upheld. I wouldQ28 Lord Morris of Aberavon: Do we expect that
repeat my plea to all political forces in this country topeople will be queuing up at the polling booths on
stop the wall to wall criticism of the government andelection day all over Iraq? We have seen pictures of
let us move forward to see if we can give the Iraqithem doing it in America. On a scale of one to ten,
people a crack. My appeal to Newsnight, Channel 4what are the chances?
and theToday programme is give us amonth withoutDr MacShane: I do not know. I have not been down
very distinguished white, British political figures,there. Iraqis are educated, civilised people in thrall to
spokesmen, journalists and experts and let us hear theterror. There are many ways of voting. I am talking
voices of the people of Iraq. A lot of them speak verypurely personally now. It is a huge challenge for the
good English and it is about time they were heard.government, for the UN, for the international

community as a whole. I cannot for a second say that
there are not great concerns. Let us wait until we see Q30 Baroness Park of Monmouth: The EU is
the end of the Fallujah operations and consider what providing 80 million euros so far from the African
we can do then. Clearly, if the fundamentalists and peace facility to finance the AU’s mission in Darfur.
the fascist terrorists succeed in their aim with the Given that the money from the peace facility cannot
help, alas, of the intelligentsia in Europe and, I am be used for the procurement of military equipment,
ashamed to say, my own country, that would be a should further EU support be provide and, if so,
dark day for humanity, not just in the Middle East. I how? Where does the UN fit into all this?
am not in politics to indulge all those who are Dr MacShane: Sudan undoubtedly is a very, very
endlessly defeatist . I like voting and we are going to pressing issue for all of the international community.
win in Iraq. Mr Reilly is one of the experts from the Foreign

OYce on this. I do not deal with it directly like Chris
Mullin does. He has been there, the Prime MinisterQ29 Lord Tomlinson: In your answer before last you
has been there, the Foreign Secretary has been therereferred to the United Nations resolution and the
and the Secretary for International Development hasall necessary means but it also called upon all
been there. In contrast with Rwanda, we have a veryour European allies and everybody else in the
high level of political engagement in Sudan.What weinternational community to be joining us in the work
want to do principally is to help encourage thethat has to be done in relation to the post-conflict

reconstruction in Iraq and the work that has to be AfricanUnion to accept its role there, to bumpup the
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be able to do more—and I am talking about thenumber of troops that the AU have in the area. We
can have bilateral deals to send military equipment constitution and all the wider issues about EU

competence. I would be very interested to see howwethat the African Union provides. We are sending
some vehicles and Germany and the Netherlands can track—and we are going to do a study next year

on AU/EU, and this is perhaps a good illustration ofare providing communications. I would stress that
Mr Barnier has been there,Mr Fischer has been there the balance and reciprocation between—the balance

of the EU creeping forward in its competence (inand it is not just Britain. All the European Union
countries have Sudan as much on the front pages as every sense of the word “competence”) and the AU

creeping forward in its competence (again, in everwe have and want to ensure that every help is given
but it is a huge challenge of seeing if we can make sense of the word “competence”.
African Union engagement deliver the goods. If it is Dr MacShane: Yes, but I would not ignore the role
done bilaterally, that probably is the best way. and need for individual countries to be involved in

areas of their responsibility. It is right that Britain
was involved in Sierra Leone; it is right that France,Q31 Baroness Park of Monmouth: I accept all that
operating under a UN mandate, is there in the Ivorybut it has been made very clear so far that everyone
Coast—but, as the French Ambassador told me lastis providing what you might call support, vehicles,
night, the problem is there that France suddenly ismoney to pay for troops which are pretty important
seen as a colonial power.and all the infrastructure like helicopters and so forth

but in practice the African Union countries have a
mission of 1,000 or 1,500 men and unless they have Q33 Lord Lea of Crondall: The EU is not seen as a
some arms they are going to be absolutely useless colonial power.
against the attacks of the Sudanese. It seems to me Dr MacShane: I am not quite sure whether just
that the way round would be for this to become a changing the cap badges . . . Do not forget that the
joint AU/UN mission where that problem would be French soldiers down there arewearing the blue beret
got over. of the UN, so just having a diVerent flash on your
Dr MacShane: I accept the point you are making. I shoulder and a diVerent colour beret on your head
would not be quite as dismissive as that.We have had does not protect you from people whowant to do bad
AU monitoring missions elsewhere in Sudan, in the things. But you are right to say that we are trying to
Nuba mountains, where the simple fact of them work ourway forward on this. This is an area of some
turning up helps to stabilise the situation, and there complexity. A problem is that we have too many
is a lot in Sudan that is coming from outside the European Union countries, in my judgment, that do
country, appears to be coming from inside the not pay a fair share for their own defence
government itself. I accept the general thrust that requirements. My firm view—and I have said this on
what we are doing nowmay not be enough, may need the record in other languages, in other countries—is
review, may need the involvement of the UN. I think that two per cent of GDP should be the minimum
we are seized of that. We are probably the country entry ticket to be taken seriously as a defence player.
that is the most active of all our EU partners on this I never listen to any country’s minister opining on
and it is an enormous challenge. We are successful European defence policy unless they pay that 2 per
with the British intervention in Sierra Leone; France cent. I have to listen to an awful lot of speeches but I
is facing very real problems in the Ivory Coast; and I do not really take them that seriously unless they put
think Sudan may be the biggest problem yet of all. I their money where their mouth is. That is suYciently
do not want to be panglossian and say that what we diplomatic, is it not?
are doing is suYcient unto the needs.We are working Mr Barrow: It is suYciently ministerial!
our way through this and I accept fully that we may Dr MacShane: On this, there is a big role for Africa.
require a more robust response and one that does We are actually asking Africa to take a lot of
involve the UN as a whole. responsibility. We are asking both Mr Mbeki in

South Africa and the President of Nigeria to be
here, there and everywhere solving these problems.Q32 Lord Lea of Crondall: Chairman, is this not an

excellent illustration of both the AU and EU But I would draw the Committee’s attention, in
conclusion, to the fact that the Prime Minister hasstruggling to find their way? It is doing a job, the AU,

and it is doing a job, the EU, that would not have said that in his presence in the G8, which overlaps
with our presence in the EU, he wants to focus onbeen possible four or five years ago, but, as Lady

Park’s question indicated, it is really not perhaps a Africa, Africa and global warming, and I am very
excited about this. I think his Commission on Africavery satisfactory job if we cannot provide military

equipment or whatever. Is this not an illustration of, will make very interesting and constructive
proposals. It does show British foreign policy beingon the one hand, saying “We want the EU to do

more, why is the EU not doing more?” but it looks a engaged, being multilateral, trying to deal with huge
problems which are not just problems in Africa. Inbig step to take if we were to think that the EUwould
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Rwanda memory, where European governments didmy constituency, as a constituencyMP, I have to deal
not engage to prevent the genocide, so I welcomeevery week with asylum seekers from African
that.countries or transiting through Africa, so they

actually impinge domestically in every corner of
Q35 Chairman: Dr MacShane, thank you veryEurope. Europe’s security, peace, harmony, stability
much. There is pressure on your time and ours, as Idoes require a full-hearted European engagement in
think you know. There are some other questionsAfrica, and I very much hope that the PrimeMinister
about our, the EU’s, neighbours, Turkey, Belarusnext year and Britain next year will be able to oVer
and Ukraine. Perhaps I could ask you to be kindsome clear pointers.
enough to respond to those in writing. Whilst we are
talking neighbours, Russia is not mentioned there.

Q34 Lord Maclennan of Rogart: The Foreign The Sub-Committee noted the postponement of the
Secretary said last night, after the showing of the EU/Russian summit. There are suggestions in reports
Fergal Keane film illustrating the depressingly brutal today that it was not altogether a postponement but
Sudanese government resettlements taking place, rather Russian wanted to get out of it, using the
that this was perhaps the hardest piece of evidence change in Commission as an excuse, and reports of
there could be that the Sudanese government was hostility towards OSCE. That may be something you
actually acting contrarily to its undertakings. It was want to deal with in writing or you may just like to
also mentioned that there was to be a meeting of the say to the Committee what the Government’s view of
Security Council in Nairobi, but some concerns were the present position with relations with Russia and
expressed that there was not a solid view amongst the the EU is.
members about what was the proper response to Dr MacShane: The summit was postponed
these continuing forced resettlements. Is there at least principally, I think, because we could not send a
a common view amongst members of the European Commission president to it. It would be fair to say
Union and will that be co-ordinated and forcefully that some of the discussions with Russia in some
expressed? areas, the four spaces that we want to discuss, were
Dr MacShane: Yes. I think all European Union not advancing completely as smoothly as all
countries are concerned about forced resettlements. countries would have wished. I met Mr Putin’s
There is a lot of concern about the activities of specialist advisor to the EU the other week and I
some parts of the Sudanese government’s military think things were very, very positive. The fact
apparatus and those have been conveyed very remains that Russia is an absolutely vital and central
forcibly on visits by Joschka Fischer the German partner for the EuropeanUnion, andwe need to have
Foreign Minister and Michel Barnier the French engagement with them, but it is better for these things
Foreign Minster and by ourselves. The meeting in to be properly prepared. I never weep and gnash my
Nairobi—and I think it is appropriate that it happens teeth if my oYcials tell me that a meeting has been
sur place, as it were, in the region—will obviously cancelled. I think sometimes formalistic meetings for
have to deal with these. Mr Keane’s reports—which the sake of formalistic publicity shoots is not
I did not see last night, but I also saw a very powerful necessarily the best way forward. So, yes, there
but shorter one the night before—I think are are serious discussions with Russia, some of
important bits of that evidence. There is no doubt in them prompted by new EU Member States, and I
everybody’s mind that the Sudanese government personally see no great catastrophe in waiting a little
needs to domore to bring all of its military apparatus while to keep talkingwith theRussians. Andwhenwe
under control, but also we have to look at who is have our summit, as we will—it is in the interests of
financing the rebels, who is providing the logistics for everybody to have it—we will come up with good
the rebels from outside Sudan. I just want to gently language and a good agreement. In themeantime, the
suggest that simply latching on to blaming the bilateral relations, frankly, just get stronger and
government may not be the whole of the problem. stronger.
But, you are quite right, this is right across Europe Chairman:Thank you verymuch indeed. Thank you,

Mr Reilly and Mr Barrow.now. The people have very much on their minds the
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Letter from Dr Denis MacShane MP, Minister for Europe, Foreign and Commonwealth Office

EVIDENCE SESSION (THURSDAY 11 NOVEMBER 2004)

I attended an evidence session with your Committee on Thursday 11 November, but due to time constraints
was not able to answer two questions. I am writing to provide answers to these questions.

Question 1

“What is the EU doing to promote democratic accountability for the new neighbours, in particular in Belarus and the
Ukraine?”

The EU’s Partnership and Co-operation Agreement with the Ukraine highlights respect for shared
fundamental values as an essential element of the EU-Ukraine relationship. The European Neighbourhood
Policy seeks to extend the promotion of these values by oVering Ukraine a privileged relationship with the EU
in return for progress on internal reform, including the development of democracy.

Ukraine’s Action Plan under the European Neighbourhood Policy will soon be completed. It will set out
priority areas for reform, including the rule of law, freedom of the media, freedom of expression, greater
respect for human rights, independence of the judiciary and the conduct of democratic elections in accordance
with OSCE and Council of Europe norms and standards. This programme of reform will be supported by an
increase in financial support, and rewarded by further integration into European economic and social
structures.

Subsequent to the evidence session, you will be aware that the situation after the Presidential election in
Ukraine remains uncertain. The Foreign Secretary made a statement on Tuesday 23 October urging the
Ukrainian authorities to cooperate with the OSCE to ensure that all proper procedures, including legal
challenges to the results, are fully followed before declaring a final result. The Ukrainian authorities should
investigate all allegations of fraud to ensure that the result reflects the democratic will of theUkrainian people.
We will closely monitor the situation with our EU partners.1

The EU’s relations with Belarus stalled in 1997 due to serious setbacks in the democratic development of the
country, which included the replacement of the elected parliament with a national assembly nominated by the
President, repression of the opposition and the media, and interference with the judiciary. Since 1997, the EU
has repeatedly attempted to overcome this situation through a step-by-step approach, oVering the gradual
reinstatement of relations in return for democratic progress. These approaches have been rejected by the
regime in Belarus.

The EU remains committed to the democratic development of Belarus. Given the nature of the regime in
Belarus, the EU aims to achieve this by increasing support for civil society and the opposition through its
assistance programmes, including TACIS (Technical Aid for the CIS). The EU is also looking at how to target
these assistance programmes more eVectively. The EU will continue to call on Belarus to reverse its present
policies and to stop harassing political parties, the independent media, NGOs and academic institutions. The
EU will also support the European Initiative for Democracy and Human Rights, which is committed to re-
engaging in Belarus from 2005.

Question 2

“The European Council will decide on 17 December whether to open membership negotiations with Turkey. Does the
Government have “red line issues” that would affect the decision to open negotiations; or the course of the possible
negotiations?”

The European Council decision on whether to open accession negotiations will be based on whether Turkey
has met the Copenhagen political criteria. The Commission assessment, which we share, is that it has. Turkey
has made remarkable progress over the last two years, putting in place the necessary constitutional, legislative
and other reforms. Whilst there are still shortcomings in some areas (particularly implementation), we are
confident these can be dealt with during the negotiation process.

The European Council has previously agreed that Turkey should be judged on the same basis as other
candidates. We agree with this approach. We believe that Turkey must satisfy the same criteria for
membership as other EU candidates and that it should neither receive special treatment nor be
discriminated against.
1 I sign this as events are still proceding.
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The enlargement process is not set in stone. It needs to evolve and learn lessons from previous rounds
of enlargement. We welcome the Commission’s proposals for a reinforced negotiating process for all
future enlargement candidates. These revisions should help maintain the integrity and eVectiveness of the
enlargement process into the future, thereby ensuring the continuing value of one of the most important tools
for spreading security and stablility across the continent.
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